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Announcement

• As of May 2021, I am no longer working at JLab as an employee. All work in this 
presentation is from JLab. Any continual work will be through Charlie Reece 
(Reece@JLab.org), my previous postdoc Eric Lechner (lechner@jlab.org), or John 
Vennekate (hannesv@jlab.org) at JLab.

• I am changing fields at least for a while (semiconductor industry).
• I want to thank the SRF community for the decade of R&D, problem solving and 

production opportunities. This community allowed me to grow both professionally as 
well as personally.

• I hope I have contributed more positively than negatively to the field, and I wish you all 
the best.  In time, I may return fully to the SRF community.     
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Background – reproducibility and solutions

• Since 2013, reproducibility between recipes for N2 
doping, infusion, mid-T bakes and other furnace 
techniques has been mixed at best. New techniques 
continue to improve reproducibility 
－Furnace caps 

https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1305/1305.2182.pdf
－Modified EP @ ~20°C and 14V-14.5V for LCLS-II 

https://inspirehep.net/files/60937aa3c219e62c437d7
0d9372396be

－Cold EP after doping to slow down etching with-in 
the EP especially around nitrides.

• https://journals.aps.org/prab/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevST
AB.13.083502 2010 JLab EP temperatures studies

• https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1611/1611.03471.pdf
FNAL first introduction on cavities but failed to produce 
high gradients on doped cavities at the time.

• First realized by the HE cavity board jointly 
FNAL/SLAC/JLab in 2019 and presented at SRF2019

－Dual heat treatments - splitting up the flux expulsion 
annealing and doping with intermediate bulk 
removal. 
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See P. Dhakal review paper  – Nitrogen 
doping and infusion in SRF cavities: A 
review for history. 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/
article/pii/S2666032620300211

Dual heat treatment, cold EP LCSL-II cavity 

See H. Tian et al. - WEPFDV001 for more studies on 
nitride surface using electrochemical techniques

See F. Furuta et al. - MOPTEV012 for recent 
progress on cold EP at FNAL
See C. Reece et al. – MOPTEV0-014 New Improved 
Horizontal Electropolishing System for SRF Cavities

See Gonnella et al. T et al. - UPFDV003 for process 
flow changes

https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1305/1305.2182.pdf
https://inspirehep.net/files/60937aa3c219e62c437d70d9372396be
https://journals.aps.org/prab/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevSTAB.13.083502
https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1611/1611.03471.pdf


Background – reproducibility and solutions

• After 7 year of R&D, 400 doped 
production cavities, and hundreds of 
R&D tests we still have some cavities 
which do not perform as expected all 
the time in the same furnaces. – HE 
development cavity example
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Strange Q-
slope from 
good furnace

－Full converge foil furnace caps - yes 
－Cold EP– yes
－Low nitride density 2N0 recipe - yes
－Dual heat treatments splitting flux 

expulsion annealing and doping 
with intermediate bulk removal –
yes

－Qualified vendor with history of 
producing  high gradient doped 
cavities – yes

－Other cavities in the same batch in 
the same run did not show the 
same strong Q-slope - yes



Conclusions

• The Novel approach is Nitric soaking after furnace treatments 
－after nitride removal EP (doping)

• + nitric
• + nitric + HF rinse after nitric
• +nitric + very light (<1micron) EP after nitric

－without EP (infusion and native oxide thermal diffusion)
• + nitric

• Statistics are building with 7 cavities tested so far  
－Nitric soaking improved quench field (4 of 7)
－Nitric soaking increase low field Q0 (5 of 7)
－Nitric soaking increase high field Q0 (5 of 7)
－Nitric soaking Lower FE and MP (4 of 7) – nothing systematic
－Nitric soaking showing some improvement (7 or 7)
－Nitric soak harming cavities (0 of 7) – as expected
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Why nitric acid

• Nitric acid does not aggressively attach niobium oxide.
• Nitric acid does not roughen the niobium surface like BCP does.
• Chemicals like Hydrochloric acid do not dissolve as many metals as nitric does. 
• Many other chemicals require elevated temperatures to work as aggressively as nitric.
• Combining HF electropolishing with a nitric soak can dissolve almost anything. 
• Add a chemical process after infusion, mid-T bake, and thermal diffusion of native oxide 

that does not touch the oxide.  
• Nitric is already available and compatible with almost everyone‘s chemical systems.
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Cavity nitric soak results

• SC-08 (800°C 3N60 – JLab furnace) 
－70% Nitric soak + 1x HF rinse.

• SC-11 (800°C 3N60 – Vendor 1 furnace)
－70% Nitric soak + 10x HF rinse 

• SC-14 (925°C 3hr+800°C 3N120 – JLab furnace)
－30% nitric soak
－50% nitric soak
－70% nitric soak

• HE-009 (800°C 2N0 – Vendor 2 furnace)
－50% nitric + <1µm EP

• SC-16 (oxide diffusion @ - JLab furnace)
－70% nitric soak + 180nm EP

• R11 LG (800C/3hr+175°C/24hr - N2@300°C – JLab furnace)
－70% nitric

• RDT-06 (800C/3hr+175°C/36hr - N2@300°C – JLab furnace)
－70% nitric
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SC-08 re-dope trials (JLab furnace)
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• The first nitric soak test 
cavity was done on a 
single cell, where between 
dopings’ our furnace was 
contaminated by an 
overheated non-cavity 
part.

• Both before and after 
results were from furnace 
runs without caps. 

• Apart from the MP the 
nitric acid returned the 
high field results up to 
32MV/m.



SC-11-T109 (800°C 3N60 – Vendor furnace)

9

• In 2020 JLab sent a single cell 
cavity SC-11-T109 to a vendor 
after multiple doping failures 
(not shown).  Multiple steps were 
taken to remove contaminating 
(uncontrolled outgassing) items,  
rebuild cryopump, and a change 
of furnace caps to full converge 
foil.

• Unfortunately, the cavity failed 
with a low Q0 and a Q-slope 
starting at 9MV/m.  
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SC-11-T109 (800°C 3N60 – Vendor furnace)
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• In 2020 JLab sent a single cell 
cavity SC-11-T109 to a vendor 
after multiple doping failures 
(not shown). Multiple steps were 
taken to remove contaminating 
(uncontrolled outgassing) items,  
rebuild cryopump, and a change 
of furnace caps to full converge 
foil.

• Unfortunately, the cavity failed 
with a low Q0 and a Q-slope 
starting at 9MV/m.  

• After a 70% nitric soak and 10X 
HF rinse to refresh the oxide the 
cavity performed as expected.   



SC-14 Nitric % scaling – no HF no EP
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• As part of an experimental 
doping run 3N120 @ 800°C with 
a i.e. high temperature 
annealing and then doping in 
the same run.  

• The goal was to see if we would 
remove the dual furnace runs 
for high gradient doping.  

• No post HNO₃ EP or HF rinse
• The baseline doping results 

were as expected.      



SC-14 Nitric % scaling – no HF no EP
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• As part of an experimental 
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annealing and then doping in 
the same run.  

• The goal was to see if we would 
remove the dual furnace runs 
for high gradient doping.  

• No post HNO₃ EP or HF rinse
• The baseline doping results 

were as expected.      
• 30% nitric improved the Q0 ,but 

not as much as expected and 
unfortunately the gradient did 
not improve.     



SC-14 Nitric % scaling – no HF no EP
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• As part of an experimental 
doping run 3N120 @ 800°C with 
a i.e. high temperature 
annealing and then doping in 
the same run.  

• The goal was to see if we would 
remove the dual furnace runs 
for high gradient doping.  

• No post HNO₃ EP or HF rinse
• The baseline doping results 

were as expected.      
• 30% nitric improved the Q0 ,but 

not as much as expected and 
unfortunately the gradient did 
not improve.     

• 50% nitric improved the Q0
further to the  expected level for 
3N120 doping  unfortunately 
the gradient did not improve.     



SC-14 Nitric % scaling – no HF no EP
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• As part of an experimental 
doping run 3N120 @ 800°C with 
a i.e. high temperature 
annealing and then doping in 
the same run.  

• The goal was to see if we would 
remove the dual furnace runs 
for high gradient doping.  

• No post HNO₃ EP or HF rinse
• The baseline doping results 

were as expected.      
• 30% nitric improved the Q0 ,but 

not as much as expected and 
unfortunately the gradient did 
not improve.     

• 50% nitric improved the Q0
further to the  expected level for 
3N120 doping  unfortunately 
the gradient did not improve.     

• 70% nitric showed no change 
from the 50%     



CAVRI009 (LCLS-II HE 9-cell cavity)
• State of the art HE 

validation production cavity 
manufactured and 
processed by RI in 
Germany. (dual heat 
treatment, verified RGA 
outgassing, cold EP, 100% 
converge foil caps)

• Cavity passes HE 
specification but had a 
strong Q-slope starting at 
~16MV/m.

• Most of the other cavities in 
the batch showed a smaller 
amount of Q-slope above 
21– greater than expected 
from FNAL R&D – See 
Gonnella TUPFDV003 and 
Martinello THOTEV08
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CAVRI009

• Following the Q-slope 
results and the 
exceptional results of 
SC-11. We decided to 
see if the nitric soak 
would improve the 
gradient and Q-slope.

• The cavity received a 
50% nitric soak and a 
1µm EP( to mimic the HF 
rinse.

• Cavity high gradient Q0
went up by ~9MV/m and 
the ultimate quench field 
up ~3MV/m.
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Thermal Diffusion of Native Oxide with nitric soak (Palczewski ECA/JLab Funded)
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• SC-16 received an experimental 300°C for 2.6 hours 
thermal treatment after baseline.

• The first RF test – not shown – had a cold leak and 
very low Q0 ~ 1-2e10.

• Used nitric to remove contaminates from cold leak 
and possibly the furnace  - nitric soak in 70% acid, 
plus a ~ 200nm EP (see paper below for details).  

• It is unclear if the nitric was needed, but the very 
low residual showed it did not hurt. 

See E. Lechner APL submitted paper  and THPFDV003– “SIMS 
Investigation of Furnace Baked Nb”  and 
https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.06647 “RF surface resistance tuning 
of superconducting niobium via thermal diffusion of native oxide” 
for more details on native oxide diffusion

Patent pending under application no. 63/189530 



Low temperature nitrogen baking + nitric soaking
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RDT-06

P. Dhakal Poster – MOPTEV011 for details 
on the low temperature nitrogen baking 
effect.

RDT-06 showed an improvement of Q0 as 
and MP removal to allow high gradients 
with the 70% nitric soak with no HF or EP 
after. 

R11 showed a possible small 
improvements in Q0 as well as MP 
reduction with the 70% nitric soak with no 
HF or EP after. 



What is the nitric doing that EP doesn’t? 

• Thoughts
－I have no idea, truly only educated guesses.
－CAVRI009 show the type of contamination can be very small with 

proximity effect up to ~15MV/m.
－SC-11-T109 shows this type of contamination may be located at 

single defect sites because of the very low quench field
• Option 1

－The nitric is dissolving a niobium-carbide (NbC2 most likely) of 
unknown stoichiometry.

• Postulation from SIMS data where elevated carbon was identified on 
doped samples. 

• Standard crystalline NbC is removed by EP 

• Option 2
－The nitric is dissolving other metallic contaminate like tin that in 

low concentration HF will not be fully removed.
• Postulation from XPS data on furnace exposed samples.
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See J. Angle Poster – TUPFDV004 A SIMS 
Approach for the Analysis of Furnace 
Contamination (carbon on inside samples)

see Charlie Reece or Hui Tain from JLab for 
details on initial sample trials on NbC

See J. Angle Poster – TUPFDV004 A SIMS 
Approach for the Analysis of Furnace 
Contamination (Tin in known good furnace)



Ari Palczewski

adpalczewsk@gmail.com

• Thank you to HE R&D and pre-production 
for validating the Nitric soak technique on 
single and multi-cell cavities. This includes 
the entire cavity board from 
FNAL/SLAC/JLab, especially Dan 
Gonnella
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